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We consider the following

Problem: For a given positive integer n, find out the máximum valué of
i such that there exists a representation of n as a sum of three squares,

2 o 2
n = Xj +X2+*3' xjS Z, with 4 summands prime to n.

We cali l the level of n and we put l := l(n).

We agree that t(n) = -1 if n = 4a(8b+7). Since if i(n)>0, then
n has a primitive representation as a sum of three squares, we need only
to consider integers n such that n 4 0,4,7 (mod 8).

If 2 or 5 divides n, it is easy to see that 1 (n) < 3-

If f = flXj.Xj.Xj) is a positive definite ternary quadratic form. we
put, as usual,

r(n,f) = IKXjlsI3 | f(xj, x¿,x3) = n 1 ,
r (n,f)= #((x.)€(2/| f(x.,x,,x,) =n (mod m) 1.m t 1 c 3

2 2 2We put sa^.ag.a^ for a diagonal quadratic form and 1^ = < 1,1,1 >
for the identity.

To calcúlate Mn) we define the following alternating sums, for i=l,2.3:

s (n) = o. X (-1)' m(a,) ida,) w(a») r(n,<a?,a?,a?>)i i
a | 12 3 12 3

1
a.jíl, if j_<l;
aj = l, if j>l

where



if Ul,2

if i=3
p. . P

1 J 1

and u being the Mobius funct'on.

Then, if we define

s.(n)

gl(n) “TTñT'rp ’ g2(n)
s, (n)-s-(n) + s.(n)

g3(n) - r(n,T-) 3 '

s (n)-2s.(n)
-

r'-V -

we have the following criterion for the evaiuation of í.(n).

Theorem 1. i(n) M if and oniy if g.(n) < 1.

As can have common factors we take them out and put

2 2 2 -2 2 2 2
r(n,<aj .aj.a^») = r(nd , <bj.b2.bj>),

with d' chosen such that (b^.b^) = 1, ijíj.
As in general the valué of r(n,f) can not be determined, we define

the following average sums, for i=l,2,3:

S.(n) = p. X (-1)* y (a. )n(a_)ii(a-) r (nd-2,gen<b?,b?,b? >),
a
j In 12 3 12 3

aj,íi> ii j±i;
«j-l, if j>i

r(nd-2, gen< bj.bg.b^)with

presentations of

meaning the average valué of the number of re-

by all the forms in the genus of <bj,b2>b2> (cf. [2} ).
Now, we can consider the "main term" in the determination of the

defined by:

Gj(n)

G3,n)

S.(n) S,(n)-2S,(n)
■ G2<"> = ~ rTn~,T3i

Sjinl-Sjinl+Sjín)
r(n,Ij)

level

Siega!'s "Hauptsatz" [ 3) tells us that



<b2vb\,b23>) ,
r(nd , gen <b,,b_,b^>) = fj 3 (nd ,1 2 J

p P
with the p-adic density 3^ defined by

.-2
r „ (nd ,f)

3 (nd ¿,f) = lim —^ *—
p a-“ ¿a

f - <b^b2,b2>.
Carrying out the exact evaluation of all the corresponding p-adic densi-

ties, including those with p12 det f, we prove the following recursive for-
mulae

Theorem 2. Let n be a positive integer with Vj(n)=0 or l and p a prime not
dividlng n. Then we have:

i) Gj(np“) = Gj(n) + 3 ' (n, a ) (G
P 2 (n) —G ^ (n)) + 3'o(n,a )(1-G_(n)).2

ii) G2(np“) = G2(n) + 23'(n ,a ) (G
P 3<n)-G2(n)) + 3’-(n,a )(l+G_(n)-2G,(n)).

pZ ¿ó

iii) Gj( np°) = G3(n) + (33p(n,a ) -2 3' (n,a))(l-
P2 G3(n));

for all even c>0. lf a is odd. these formulae are also valid in case that

all the exponents occurring in the factorization of n are odd.

ing

Here 3^{n,a)
on both n and

and

a .

3’_(n,a) are quotients of p-adic densities, depend-

a. a ,

Corollary 3- Let n * p11.--p(<K, then there exists a constant ct = c.(pj...pk)
such that

G.l
i

n) 1 Ci(pr"pk) < 1 ,

1 i = 1,2 if g.c.d. (n,10) 4 1 ,

1 i = 1,2,3 if g.c.d. (n,10) = 1 .

Next we give an interpretation of the "error term”: gt(n)-G.(n) in

with

terms of Fourier coefficients of modular forms.



Let 8(f,z) and 8 (gen f,z) be the theta series associated to f and
•y y p

gen f, with f = cbí.b^.b^ a quadratic form of our type. We know that
e(f,z) s M0(3/2, 4b2b2b2), being Mo<3/2, 4bib2b3) the space of modular forms
of weight 3/2 with respect to ro(4b2b2b2). By recent results of Schulze-Pi^
Uot about theta series of positiva definite quadratic forms [2], we know that

i) o (gen f, z)6Eq(3/2, 4b2b2b2),
ii) 8 (f,z) - 8(spn f, z) 6 Ü1.
Here Eq is the space spanned by Eisenstein series, U-1- the orthogonal com-
plement, in the space of cusp forms, of the space U spanned by Shimura's
theta functions and spn f denotes the spinorial genus.

2 2 2
In our case, the forms f = <bj.b2.bj> have the nice property

r(nd-2, spn f) = r(nd 2, gen f) .

We get, looking at the growth of the coefficients of the forms lying in üJ_,
the following

2
Theorem 4. Let n = nQs , with nQ square-free■ Then for every E>0 we ha-
ve

gj(n) - G.(n) = 0(s-I+e)
with the Q-constant depending on e , nQ and mQ = rad n.

Summing up the preceding results we obtain the following answer to the
problem: Let neZ+ then

-1 if n / 30 ,

O if n = 30 and 4|n,
=

2 if n = 30,4/n, (n,101)41 and n>c(no,mo)
3 if n = 3O,(n,10) = 1 and n>c(n ,m ).

O o

The constants c(n ,m ) are in general non trivial, for example,
OO

c(2210,3)¿ 19890.

The proofs of the above statements can be found in [1] . 1 want to

express my thanks to my thesis adviser Professor P. Bayer for her valuable
help.



Next. we give an application which, in fact, motivated the study of
the preceding problem. After Vila (3). we obtain the following

Corollarv 5- Let n = 3 (mod 8), ni 0 (mod 5) and n > c(n ,m ). Then
O Q

every central extensión of the alternating group A can be realized as

a Galois group over <Q.
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